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What constitutes knowledge? Who are knowledge producers? What are our languages of
knowing? Where do we seek knowledge? These questions speak to my larger interest in
decolonizing the social sciences via conceiving a set of refreshed research practices. As an
ethnographer, I am committed to seeking alternative modes of anthropological and
historical knowing. I have been led through my research and fieldwork to propose oral
histories, private (rather than official) archives and biography, as sites where knowledge can
be produced in a collaborative and co-operative endeavour with research interlocutors. I
argue that taking these sites seriously signals that individual stories and voices, personal
experiences and private collections of documents and images, are sources of legitimate and
meaningful knowledge – they have something to say and teach us about ethnography and
history. The larger project of decolonising research methodologies addresses inequalities in
knowledge production processes as well as hierarchies of knowledge thus claimed. For the
purposes of demonstrating the arguments I am making here, I draw on my current
book, Temple Tracks: Labour, Mobility, Piety. This work bridges the literatures on railway
studies, labour studies and religion, transnationalism, and migration.
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